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ABSTRACT The security-reliability tradeoff (SRT) in free-space optical (FSO) communications is the most
critical property to highlight, especially with respect to the development of wireless optical communications.
In this paper, opportunistic scheduling selection techniques are used to improve the SRT of multiuser
FSO systems under the combined influence of atmospheric turbulence with Fisher-Snedecor F distribution,
generalized pointing error, and path losses due to foggy weather. Due to the broadcast nature of wireless
optical propagation, the optical transmission from the transmitting users to the legitimate receiver can be
easily intercepted by eavesdroppers. Therefore, an optimal user scheduling (OUS) scheme is proposed
in this work to protect the legitimate wireless transmission from eavesdroppers, where a user with the
highest secrecy capacity is scheduled to transmit his confidential information to the receiver. Closed-form
expressions for the outage probability, interception probability, and SRT are derived for the conventional
round-robin scheduling (RRS) and the proposed OUS. In addition, an asymptotic analysis for the outage
probability, interception probability, and SRT is performed to provide insight into the impact of user
scheduling on the system performance. We also propose the use of ‘‘friendly jamming’’ techniques, where
the user with the lowest secrecy capacity is selected by the authorized receiver to jam the existing interceptor.
Finally, another SRT is formulated to determine the impact of a friendly jammer on the secrecy performance
of the system. The results show that the proposed OUS outperforms the RRS in terms of intercept probability
and SRT performance. The obtained exact and asymptotic results are validated by Monte-Carlo simulations.

INDEX TERMS Free-space optical, security, reliability, security-reliability tradeoff, opportunistic schedul-
ing, Fisher–Snedecor, F distribution, atmospheric turbulence, non-zero boresight pointing error, fog.

I. INTRODUCTION
Global mobile data traffic is expected to be 5016 exabytes
per month in 2030, compared to only 7.462 exabytes per
month in 2010 [1]. This statistic clearly shows the impor-
tance of improving the security of wireless communication
networks, especially with the advent of fifth-generation (5G)
and beyond 5G (B5G) networks. Preventing eavesdropping
of useful information in such high-traffic environments is
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as much a challenge as eliminating eavesdroppers from the
network [2], [3]. Compared to radio frequency (RF), whose
spectrum is becoming scarce, free-space optical (FSO) tech-
nology, with its license-free spectrum, wide spectrum, very
high data rate, very low latency, low cost, and lower power
consumption, is widely accepted as an extent efficient solu-
tion to mitigate the conventional RF spectrum scarcity [4],
[5]. A narrow beam of laser diodes (LD) is used to establish
high-speed communication links, while a photodetector (PD)
is used as an optical receiver in FSO systems. Due to the
coherent nature of laser technology, the FSO signal can be
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transmitted for several kilometers, although the performance
of the FSO link degrades significantly when the transmis-
sion distance exceeds one kilometer due to environmental
effects [6]. In general, FSO communication is more secure
than RF communication because the laser beam has a line-of-
sight (LOS) nature and high directivity [2]. However, since
the laser beam experiences divergence at the receiving end
due to light diffraction, the relatively close location of the
eavesdropper with respect to the legitimate receiver in the
divergence area can cause serious security flaws [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. An alternative scenario would be that the eaves-
dropper approaches the legitimate transmitter and attempts
to block the laser beam in order to collect a larger amount
of power [8], [10]. The first case is more reasonable as a
real-world threat scenario because the eavesdropper near the
transmitter is unable to interrupt the beam without blocking
the line of sight, which could allow the transmitter to detect its
presence visually or based on variations in the power received
by the legitimate receiver [10]. Locating the eavesdropper
near the legitimate receiver represents the worst-case sce-
nario for eavesdropping, which has been reported in several
works [7], [8], [9], [10]. In this framework, physical layer
security (PLS) solutions emerge as competitive candidates
for low complexity, low delay, adaptability, and flexibility,
with an inherent ability to adapt to the characteristics of
the transmission medium, in contrast to the highly complex
encryption methods of the higher layer [3]. In addition, FSO
communication is highly susceptible to atmospheric condi-
tions such as turbulence and weather conditions. Another
notable parameter of FSO systems is the pointing error caused
by a misalignment between transceiver peers [12]. The point-
ing error has two components: jitter and boresight. Jitter is
the random displacement of the beam and the detector plane
caused mainly by dynamic wind loads, weak earthquakes,
and swaying buildings. While the non-zero boresight (NZB);
which is the more general model of pointing error, refers
to the fixed displacement between the beam center and the
detector center caused by thermal expansion [12]. Another
important limiting factor is fog, which leads to the reflection
of the light beam and causes attenuation and scattering of the
laser beam as it passes through the medium [13].

A number of research efforts on FSO-based systems are
being conducted worldwide to address the aforementioned
issues. For example, to evaluate the efficiency and availability
of FSO links under different weather conditions, a four-
channel dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
scheme is proposed in [14], while return to zero (RZ) and
non-return to zero (NRZ) modulation formats are used for
the single FSO link in [15]. In addition, several securing
approaches have been proposed for FSO systems inspired by
the recent advances in PLS in the RF counterparts, includ-
ing diversity methods [16], [17], transmit aperture selec-
tion (TAS) [18], artificial noise injection [19], and chaotic
waveform modulation [20]. In another study [21], the PLS
performance of the FSO system was analyzed considering
the effects of correlated Malaga-M FSO links. The authors

assumed that the main and wiretap channels are corre-
lated due to the spatial proximity of the eavesdropper and
legitimate receiver [21]. Other research groups analyzed the
combined effect of NZB pointing error and atmospheric tur-
bulence on the secrecy performance of single-input single-
output (SISO) FSO systems in [13], [22], and [23]. However,
the approximation of the Beckmann distribution into a mod-
ified Rayleigh distribution described in [24] and [25] is used
in [13], [22], and [23] to model the generalized NZB pointing
error. On the other hand, opportunistic scheduling selection
is a potential technique to address the security and reliability
issues of FSO communications, which allows the system to
allocate the available channel resources to the user with the
best channel quality to maximize the overall throughput of
the system [26]. In such a technique, the transmitter needs
accurate information about the channel quality of each user
to make efficient scheduling decisions. Feedback techniques
are used to obtain accurate channel state information (CSI)
about the channel quality for each user. Feedback is important
because it allows the transmitter to decide which user should
transmit and when. In FSO systems, several feedback tech-
niques can be used to obtain accurate CSI. For example, the
acknowledgment/ negative acknowledgment (ACK/NACK)
protocol provides feedback to the sender about the successful
or failed delivery of a transmitted message. Another type of
feedback mechanism is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) feedback,
which informs the transmitter about the SNR of the received
signal [27]. Moreover, it has been shown in several studies
that when the intercept probability (Pint ) requirements (which
considers the security metric of a system) are relaxed, the
outage probability (Pout ) performance (which is considered
as a reliabilitymetric) increases and vice versa [28], [29]. This
implies a tradeoff between the security and reliability of wire-
less transmission in the presence of eavesdropping attacks,
which is referred to as the security-reliability tradeoff (SRT).
Although the notion of SRT has been studied in the context
of FSO transmission [30], [31], these contributions mainly
focused on the use of encryption algorithms to defend against
eavesdropping attacks on such systems. In contrast, our work
uses PLS instead of encryption techniques to characterize
SRT achieved in multiple-input single-output (MISO) envi-
ronments using opportunistic scheduling to improve the per-
formance of the multiuser FSO system.

A. RELATED WORK
Studies have been conducted in the literature on the use of
opportunistic selection scheduling to improve the diversity
gain of FSO systems and mitigate the effects of channel
variation. In this context, greedy scheduling (GS) and pro-
portional fair scheduling (PFS) schemes are employed in [32]
over weak turbulence with log-normal (LN) distribution for
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) FSO system assum-
ing equal user distance. Best user selection (BUS) scheduling
is used in [33] to evaluate the performance of a multiuser
single-input multiple-output (SIMO) FSO system over LN
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and Gamma-Gamma (G-G) turbulence channels. However,
the authors assume a constant SNR for all users, which means
that path loss effects are either neglected or that each user is
positioned at the same distance from the receiver, resulting in
identical path losses. Such an assumption is unrealistic since
users in a real system are likely to be distributed over a large
area. Moreover, unlike RF systems, the fading variance in
FSO systems is distance dependent [18], so the placement
of users has a significant impact on the performance of such
systems. In [34] and [35], the outage capacity and outage
throughput of the MIMO FSO system is evaluated using
different scheduling schemes over a weak turbulence channel.
However, the effects of path loss and pointing error impacts
are ignored in [32], [33], [34], and [35].

Another group of studies investigated opportunistic
scheduling to improve the reliability of FSO systems [36],
[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. In particular, the
analysis has been conducted for strong turbulence with G-G
distribution using repetition coding (RC) and transmit laser
selection (TLS) scheduling to evaluate the outage probability
of the MIMO FSO system in [36]. However, the approxima-
tion introduced in [45] for theMIMOFSO channel model was
applied in [36] due to the complexity of the exact analysis of
the MIMO FSO transmission over G-G turbulence channel.
In [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], and [43], the authors
studied the reliability of mixed FSO/RF relay systems con-
sidering Malaga-M/Nakagami-m distributions in [37] while
Rayleigh/G-G distributions are used in [38], [39], and [40].
Transmit aperture selection (TAS) and BUS schemes were
used in FSO and RF links respectively to select between
signals that transmitted over these links [37]. However, the
pointing error and path loss were not considered in [37], [38],
and [45]. In [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], and [43], the BUS
scheme is used inmultiuser RF links to improve the reliability
of the mixed RF/FSO relay system over the Rayleigh fading
channel. It is worth noting that theMalaga-M distribution was
chosen to represent the multiple-input single-output (MISO)
FSO links with asymptotic analysis in [37], while the G-G
distribution characterizes the SISO FSO channel in [38], [39],
[40], [41], [42], and [43]. Recently, there has been a growing
research interest in the use of FSO in unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) technology. For example, in [44], a hovering UAV
is presented that serves as a decode and forward relay (DF)
between the ground central unit (CU) and multiple ground
users (GU) for a mixed FSO/RF system over LN/Nakagmi-
IG fading channels. For the FSO, TAS is applied for oppor-
tunistic selection, while opportunistic GU scheduling (GUS)
is used in the RF links to improve the outage probability of
the system [44].

Another group of studies investigated opportunistic
scheduling to improve the security of mixed RF/FSO [46],
[47], [48] andMISOFSO [18] systems against eavesdropping
attacks. For example, the authors studied the security of the
mixed RF/FSO relay system, by using the BUS scheme in
the multiuser RF link [46]. They also studied the impact of

eavesdropping attacks in RF links on the security system
performance. Later, another study investigated the impact of
RF co-channel interference (CCI) on SRT for the same sys-
tem [47]. However, the SISO FSO link with G-G distribution
is considered an extension of the RF link with multiple users
in [46], [47], and [48]. Finally, the security performance of
the MISO FSO system with the BUS scheme is examined
in [18]. However, in [18], the combined effect of Malaga-M
turbulence and zero boresight (ZB) pointing error is used with
the same approximation method for the channel model used
in [37].

In the above and related literature, we find several research
gaps in examining the tradeoff between the security and
reliability of the FSO system that needs to be addressed. First,
FSO transmission was limited to zero boresight pointing
error and random jitter. Although the statistical analysis of
NZB pointing error for the FSO system has been extensively
studied in the literature using a limited model (i.e., modified
Rayleighmodel [24]), it has never been addressed for the SRT
of the FSO system considering a more general pointing error
model (i.e., Rician distribution [49]).

Second, for moderate to strong atmospheric turbulence,
the G-G and Malaga-M distributions were mainly chosen.
These models are mathematically complicated because they
incorporate Bessel and Meijer G-functions in their probabil-
ity density functions (PDF). The Fisher-Snedecor F distri-
bution was recently introduced to characterize atmospheric
turbulence over FSO links [50]. In [50], the authors showed
that the proposed distribution can provide better agreement
with experimental and computer results than the well-known
G-G and LN distributions and various practical propagation
scenarios. Moreover, the PDF and the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of theF distribution are presented in a simpli-
fied form in comparison with other known distributions such
as the G-G, the M-Malaga and the inverse Gaussian-Gamma
distributions [50]. Due to their generality, several well-known
fading models such as the Nakagami-m, the Rayleigh, and
the one-sided Gaussian distributions can be derived as special
cases of the F distribution. Moreover, it has been shown that
the F distribution is a good approximation, both theoretically
and experimentally, to other composite fading distributions
such as the generalized K-model with lower computational
complexity [51]. It is worth mentioning that there is an
increasing interest in the analysis of FSO performance in
F turbulence [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57]. Third, signal
attenuation in FSO transmissions is assumed to be deter-
ministic and quantified using a visibility range, e.g., lower
attenuation in a clear sky and greater loss of signal power in
fog [58]. As far as the authors are aware, there are no analyses
for the SRT of the FSO system under the influence of random
fog, generalized pointing error, and atmospheric turbulence.
Fourth, the user scheduling studied in this paper has some
advantages over conventional user selection [33], [34], [35],
[36] because it avoids using an approximation to express
the end-to-end SNR PDF for the MISO FSO system over
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TABLE 1. Related literature on SRT based on opportunistic schedule selection of the multiuser FSO systems.

weak to strong turbulence channels. In this paper, an optimal
user scheduling (OUS) scheme is proposed to protect the
multiuser FSO transmission against the eavesdropping attack,
where a user with the highest secrecy capacity is selected to
transmit his confidential message to the legitimate receiver in
this case. Fifth, although the friendly jamming (FJ) technique
has been studied to improve the secrecy performance of the
multiuser RF link of the mixed RF/FSO system [46], this
technique has never been used in multiuser FSO systems.
We employ the FJ technique in which the worst user serves as
a friendly jammer by transmitting a jamming signal known to
the authorized receiver to jam the eavesdropper and improve
the secrecy performance of the FSO system.

B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Despite their considerable potential as excellent candidates
for future backhaul networks and a variety of other applica-
tions, the SRT of multiuser FSO systems has not been studied
in depth in the open literature, using opportunistic schedule
selection to improve the security and reliability of these
systems. To the authors’ knowledge, there are no analyses
for the SRT of multiuser FSO systems under the influence
of random fog, generalized pointing error, and atmospheric
turbulence with F distribution. Table 1 provides a summary

of the current state-of-the-art research on the SRT of FSO sys-
tems. The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

1) An optimal user scheduling scheme is proposed for
improving the security of the multiuser FSO trans-
mission contrary to [26], where only a conventional
TAS scheme is used. The conventional RRS is also
considered a benchmark.

2) Exact and asymptotic closed-form expressions of
the intercept probability, outage probability, and
security-reliability tradeoff for the RRS and the pro-
posed OUS schemes are derived under the combined
effect of fog-induced fading, generalized pointing
error, and atmospheric turbulence with F distribution
contrary to [26], where only the Malaga-M turbulence
and pointing error effect is considered.

3) A friendly jamming technique has been introduced for
improving the secrecy performance of the considered
system and the SRT has been found for this case. More-
over, Monte-Carlo simulations verify the accuracy of
the analytical results.

The following is the outline for this paper: Section II
presents models of the multiuser FSO system and channel in
consideration, while Section III develops an exact analytical
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expression for the intercept probability of the proposed OUS
andRRS schemes for the considered systems. The asymptotic
analysis of the intercept probability of the OUS and RRS
schemes is introduced in Section IV. Section V considers
the outage probability analysis. The SRT of the considered
multiuser FSO system is presented in Section VI. The FJ
model for enhancing the SRT of the considered system is
presented in Section VII. Section VIII has several interest-
ing numerical examples as well as instructive discussions.
Finally, Section IX brings the paper to a conclusion.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
We consider a multiuser FSO communication system con-
sisting of a transmitter T with M users, where each user is
equipped with a single aperture and communicates with a
single receiver r equipped with a photodetector via legitimate
T → r links. For each transmitting device in T , a DC bias
is added to the intensity-modulated signal by the laser diode
to avoid a negative value of the modulated signal. Then,
the laser diode of each device transmits the user’s message
through the T → r links. Since the laser beam emitted by T
suffers divergence due to optical diffraction, we assume that
a single eavesdropper e is located in the divergence region,
which means that e is close to r and is able to obtain part
of the laser beam that is not captured by r as shown in
Fig. 1. Just as the legitimate transmitters and receivers in
the multiuser FSO system model are static devices placed
on buildings in common scenarios, we also assume that a
physically feasible device that can eavesdrop is static. The
transmit aperture of the ith user, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, on the
transmitting side is directed to the aperture of the receiver r ,
whose receive aperture is also directed to the transmit aper-
ture of the ith user. In this work,M transmitting users at T are
alternatively selected for transmission in time-division mul-
tiplexing (TDM), and only one transmitting user has access
to the channel in each time slot. To ensure independence
between the main channel and the eavesdropping channel, the
spacing between the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper
is larger than the fading correlation length [59]. The val-
ues of the atmospheric refractive index structure parameter,
C2
n for weak, moderate, and strong turbulence, are given as

5 × 10−15 m−2/3, 1.25 × 10−14 m−2/3, and 5 × 10−14

m−2/3, respectively [57], for an FSO transmission with
an optical wavelength of λ = 1550 nm. Contrary to other
optical transmission wavelengths, the 1550 nm band is well
suited for free-space transmission due to its low attenuation
and the proliferation of high-quality transmitter and detector
components. In addition, laser beams with a wavelength of
1550 nm are more eye safety since the laser beam is absorbed
by the lens and cornea at a wavelength of more than 1400 nm
and thus does not form a destructive focus that could cause
damage to the retina [6].

Assuming that the noncoherent intensity modulation/direct
detection IM/DD technique and the on-off keying (OOK)
modulation with x ∈ {0,Pi} and Pi is the average transmitted
optical power in this work. For signal transmission between

FIGURE 1. Multiuser FSO communication system model showing the
transmitting users, the receiver, and the eavesdropping device.

the ith transmitting user and the receiving aperture at r or e,
the PD converts the incident optical power into an electrical
signal by direct detection. After filtering out the DC bias,
the electrical signal is demodulated to obtain the original
information stream. The received signal yil at l, (l ∈ {r, e})
can be written as follows

yil = Iilxi + wil (1)

where xi is the optical signal of the ith transmitted user
received in r or e, wil is the additive white Gaussian noise
with mean zero and variance No, and Iil = Ifil Ipil Itil is the
channel coefficient of the ith link. Here, Ifil denotes the path
loss due to fog-induced fading, Ipil represents the generalized
pointing error, and Itil signifies the atmospheric turbulence.
The instantaneous received electrical SNR for the ith user is
given by

γl =
2P2i I

2
il

N0
= γ̄ilI2il (2)

where γ̄il denotes the average SNR of the ith user received
from either r or e via T → r or T → e link, respectively.

To analyze the statistical performance of the FSO system
in (1), we need density functions of path loss, generalized
pointing error, and atmospheric turbulence, which are pre-
sented below.

The PDF of the path loss due to fog-induced fading is given
as [57]

fIfil (x) =
zkilil

0 (kil)

(
log

1
x

)kil−1

xzil−1, 0 < x ≤ 1 (3)

where zil = 4.343/βildil , dil is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver of the ith user, kil > 0,
βil > 0 is the shape parameter and the scale parameter
of the fog, receptively, 0 (·), and gamma function. Next,
we consider the Rician distribution to model the non-zero
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boresight and random jitter of the pointing error Ipil [49]

fIpil (x) =

ρ2
ilexp

(
−s2il
2σ 2

il

)
A

ρ2
il
il

xρ2
il−1Io

 sil
σ 2
il

√
w2
zeqil

ln Ail
x

2


kil−1

(4)

where 0 < x ≤ Ail , w2
zeqil

=
w2
zil

2vilexp
(
−v2il

) , Ail = [erf (vil)]2

with vil =

√
r2ilπ
2w2

zil
as the ratio of aperture radius ril and

beamwidth wzil , and ρil =
wzeqil
2σil

with σil as the standard
deviation of the jitter and the equivalent beamwidth wzeqil .

Here, sil =

√
µ2
xil + µ2

yil ̸= 0 models the NZB, where
µxil ̸= 0 and µyil ̸= 0 denote the horizontal and vertical
displacement, respectively, between the center of the beam
and the center of the detector. Io(·) is a modified Bessel
function [49].

According to the F distribution model, the PDF of irradi-
ance Itil is given by [52]

fItil (x) =
aailil (bil − 1)bil xαil−1

β (αil, bil) (bil − 1)αil+bil (Bilx + 1)αil+bil
(5)

where 0 < Itil < ∞, Bil =
ail

(bil−1) , β (·) is denotes
the Beta function. The parameters, ail =

1
exp
(
σ
2il
InS

)
−1

and

bil =
1

exp
(
σ 2
InLil

)
−1

+ 2 are two key parameters describing the

atmospheric refractive-index structure parameter, the propa-
gation path length, and the inner and outer scale of turbulence,
respectively, which depend on the small-scale σ

2il
InS and large-

scale σ 2
InLil

log-irradiance variances.
Assuming spherical wave propagation, the small-scale log-

irradiance variance, σ 2il
InS, is given by [3]

σ
2il
InS =

0.51δ2SPil
(
1 + 0.69δ12/5SPil

)−5/6

1 + 0.90d2il(σil
/
δSPil)12/5 + 0.62d2ilσ

12/5
il

(6)

where δ2SPil represents the spherical wave scintillation index
assuming weak irradiance fluctuations, which is given by [3]

δ2SPil = 9.65σ 2
il

{
0.4(1 + 9/Q2

il)
11/12

[
sin(

11
6

arctan
Qil
3
)

+
2.61

(9 + Q2
il)

1/4
sin (

4
3
arctan

Qil
3
) −

0.52

(9 + Q2
il)

7/24

× sin
(
5
4
arctan

Qil
3

)
− 3.5/Q5/6

il

}
, (7)

where Qil = 10.89dil/(Bil l20il) with l0il denoting the inner
scale of turbulence in mm, and Bil = 2π

/
λ is the opti-

cal wave number. Furthermore, σ 2
il = 0.5C2

nB
7/6
il d11/6il is

the Rytov variance. The large-scale log-irradiance variance
σ 2
InLil can be expressed as [3]

σ 2
InLil = σ 2

InLil (l0il) − σ 2
InLil (L0il) (8)

where σ 2
InLil (l0il) and σ 2

InLil (L0il) denote the large-scale
log-irradiance variances, that take into account inner- and
outer-scale effects as defined in [52] with L0il being the outer
scale. The PDF and CDF of the F turbulence channel com-
bined with the generalized pointing error and fog-induced
fading are given as follows [57]

fγil (γ )

=

aailil z
kil
il ρ2

ilexp
(

−s2il
2σ 2

il

)
2Aailil β (ail, bil) (bil − 1)ail

√
γ γ̄il

∑∞

j=0

1
j!

×

(
s2ilw

2
zeqil

8σ 4
il

)j (√
γ

γ̄il

)ail−1

G2+j+kil ,1
2+j+kil ,2+j+kil

(
Bil
Ail

√
γ

γ̄il

∣∣∣∣
1 − ail − bil,

{
1 + ρ2

il − ail
}j+1
0 , {1 + zil − ail}

kil
0

0,
{
ρ2
il − ail

}j+1
0 , {zil − ail}

kil
0

)
(9)

Fγil (γ )

=

aailil z
kil
il ρ2

ilexp
(

−s2il
2σ 2

il

)
2Aail

il β (ail, bil) (bil − 1)ail
∑∞

j=0

1
j!

×

(
s2ilw

2
zeqil

8σ 4
il

)j (√
γ

γ̄il

)ail
G2+j+kil ,2
3+j+kil ,3+j+kil

(
Bil
Ail

√
γ

γ̄il

∣∣∣∣
1−ail−bil, 1−ail,

{
1+ρ2

il−ail
}j+1
0 , {1 + zil − ail}

kil
0

0,
{
ρ2
il − ail

}j+1
0 , {zil − ail}

kil
0 , −ail

)
(10)

Next, for performance compression, we analyze the secu-
rity and reliability performances of the multiuser FSO system
with the conventional RRS and the proposed optimal user
scheduling scheme under the combined effect of the three
channel impairments for better performance evaluation.

A. ROUND-ROBIN SCHEDULING
Let us first consider conventional round-robin scheduling as
a benchmark, where M users take turns accessing a given
channel, and thus each user has an equal chance to deliver
his confidential message to the receiver. Without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that the ith user is scheduled to transmit its
signal xi with power Pi and rate R, where R is the maximum
secrecy rate from the ith user to the receiver that guarantees
that the ergodic capacity is achieved by legitimate transmis-
sion. Using the Shannon capacity formula [60] and (1), the
channel capacity of the main channel can be calculated as
follows

Cir = log2

(
1 +

|Iir |2 Pi
N0

)
(11)

Due to the open nature of the free-space optical transmission,
the eavesdropper can overhear the signal sent by the ith
user and attempt to decode xi from the intercepted signal.
Therefore, from (1), the channel capacity of the eavesdrop-
ping channel between ith user and the eavesdropper e can be
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calculated as follows

Cie = log2

(
1 +

|Iie|2 Pi
N0

)
(12)

where Iie denotes the atmospheric turbulence over the inter-
ception channel. The secrecy capacity,C , which characterizes
the transmission from the ith specified user to the r, is the
difference between the channel capacity of the legitimate and
the eavesdropping channel as in [3]

C = Cir−C ie (13)

B. PROPOSED OPTIMAL USER SCHEDULING
In this subsection, we present an optimal user scheduling
scheme to maximize the secrecy capacity of legitimate trans-
mission. In this case, a user with the highest secrecy capacity
should be selected and scheduled to transmit its data to the
legitimate receiver. Therefore, from (13), the OUS criterion
Uo is as follows

Uo = argmax
i∈M

C

= argmax
i∈M

(
1 +

|Iir |2Pi
N0

)
(
1 +

|Iie|2Pi
N0

) (14)

where M represents the set of M users. From (14), it can
be seen that the channel state information of each user is
required to find the optimal user and then send the estimated
CSI to the receiver. After collecting the CSI of all users,
it can easily determine the optimal user and notify the entire
network. The feedback signaling described in [61] is utilized
for accurate CSI estimation. Feedback of (log2M ) bits is
required to estimate the CSI of each user, and an additional
1-bit feedback is required to activate the optimal user for the
next transmission. Thus, the proposed OUS method requires
a total of (1 + log2M ) feedback bits. Therefore, the secrecy
capacity of legitimate transmissions based on the proposed
OUS scheme can be calculated from (14) in the presence of
e as follows

CO
= argmax

i∈M

(
1 +

|Iir |2Pi
N0

)
(
1 +

|Iie|2Pi
N0

) (15)

III. INTERCEPT PROBABILITY BASED ON MULTIUSER
SCHEDULING
In this section, we investigate the secrecy performance of
the considered multiuser FSO system in the presence of an
eavesdropper e trying to intercept the signal of the transmit-
ting user through the eavesdropping channel. The intercept
probability is the probability that the secrecy capacity of the
legitimate link becomes non-positive. In other words, the
intercept probability is the probability that the capacity of the
interception channel exceeds R, as [3]

Pint = Pr [Cir < Cie] = Pr [Cie > R] (16)

Substituting (11) and (12) in (16), yields

Pint = Pr
[
|Iir |2 < |Iie|2

]
=

∫
∞

0

∫ γie

0
fγir (γie) fγie (γie) dγirdγie

=

∫
∞

0
Fγir (γie) fγie (γie) dγie (17)

The integral in (17) can be solved using [62, Eq.
(07.34.21.0011.01)], so that the intercept probability of the
system under consideration can be calculated as follows

Pint = 91

∑∞

j=0

1
j!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j∑∞

j́=0

1

j́!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j́
×G4+j+kie,3+2j+kir

5+2j+kir+kie,5+2j+kir+kie

(
AirBie
AieBir

√

λ re

∣∣∣∣ k1k2
)

(18)

where λre =
γ̄ir
γ̄ie
, being the average main to eavesdropper’s

signal ratio (MER) throughout this work,

91

=

aairir a
aie
ie z

kir
ir z

kie
ie ρ2

irρ
2
ieexp

(
−s2ir
σ 2
ir

)
exp

(
−s2ie
σ 2
ie

)(
Bir

Aie
√

γ̄ir

) aie−air
2 −1

2Aair
ir A

air
ir β(air , bir )β(aie, bie)(bir−1)air (bie−1)aie

√
γ̄ie

,

k1

= 1 − aie − bie,
{
1 + ρ2

ie − aie
}j+1

0
,

aie − air
2

,

aie − air
2

−

{
ρ2
ir − air

}j+1

0
,

aie − air
2

− {1 + zir − air }
kir
0 ,

{1 + zie − aie}
ke
0 , and k2 = 0,

{
ρ2
ie − aie

}j+1

0
,

aie − air
2

, − (1 − air − bir ) ,
aie − air

2
− (1 − air ) ,

aie − air
2

, −

{
1 + ρ2

ir − air
}j+1

0
,

aie − air
2

− {1 + zir − air }
kir
0 , {zie − aie}

kie
0 .

In the RRS scheme, M users take turns transmitting to
r so the intercept probability of the RRS is the mean of
the intercept probabilities of the M users, resulting in the
following

PRint =
1
M

∑M

i=1
Pint (19)

where Pint is given by (18).
Next, we will obtain an exact intercept probability of the

proposed OUS scheme considering the combined channel
effects. Using (15), we obtain the intercept probability of the
OUS scheme as

POint = Pr
[
CO < 0

]
= Pr

max
i∈M

log2

1 +
|Iir |2Pi
N0

1 +
|Iie|2Pi
N0

 < 0


= Pr

[
max
i∈M

((
N0 + |Iir |2 Pi

)(
N0 + |Iie|2 Pi

)) < 1

]
, (20)
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Considering that for different users i ∈ M, the random vari-
ables |Iir |2 and |Iie|2 are independent, we can simplify (20) as
given by

POint =

∏M

i=1
Pr [C < 0]

=

∏M

i=1
Pr
[
|Iir |2 < |Iie|2

]
=

∏M

i=1
Pint (21)

where Pint is given by (18). So far, we have derived the
closed-form intercept probability for both the RRS and the
proposed OUS methods under the influence of the combined
channel effect. It is worth noting that the intercept probability
expressions given by (19) and (21) can be used for numerical
performance evaluation, but they do not provide insight into
the effect of the number of users on the intercept probability.
Therefore, an asymptotic analysis of the intercept probabil-
ity is presented in the following section to characterize the
performance of the diversity order of the considered system.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC INTERCEPT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
OF USER SCHEDULING
In this section, we analyze the asymptotic intercept prob-
ability of both the RRS and the proposed OUS methods.
We will examine the asymptotic intercept probability in the
range of high MER values as λre → ∞. The asymptotic
analysis of (18) can be obtained via the expansion of Meijer’s
G-function [63, Eq. (26)] as follows

PAsyint

= 91

∑∞

j=0

1
j!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j∑∞

J=0

1
J !

(
s2iew

2
zeqie

8σ 4
ie

)J

×

∑4+j+kie

v=1

(
AirBie
AieBir

√

λ re

)V̀ù ∏4+j+ke
ù=1,ù̸=v̀ 0(V̀v̀ − V̀ù)∏5+2j+k ir+k ie

ù=4 0(Ùv̀ − V̀ù)

×
0(aie + bie + V̀ù)0(

2+air−aie
2 + V̀ù)

0( 2−aie−air+2V̀ù
2 )0( aie+air−2+ `2V ù

2 )0( 3air−aie+V̀ù+2V̀ù
2 )

(22)

where Ùv̀= Ù ù = k1, V̀v̀ = V̀ù = k2. Moreover, it is straight-
forward to compute the asymptotic intercept probabilitywhen
using RRS or OUS scheduling by substituting (22) into (19)
and (21), respectively.

Moreover, the derived asymptotic forms can be used to
determine the secrecy diversity performance of multiuser
FSO systems to intuitively determine the impact of the num-
ber of active users in the system or other system parame-
ters on secrecy. Using (22) and computing the exponent of
γ̄ir = γ̄ie = γ̄ , the diversity order is derived as 3 =

min
{
zi
2 ,

ρ2
i
2 , ai2

}
. Note that the diversity order is indepen-

dent of the parameters of the pointing error. It can now be
concluded from (22) that the RRS secrecy diversity order

can be determined as 3R
= min

{
zi
2 ,

ρ2
i
2 , ai2

}
. While the

OUS secrecy diversity order has the following form: 3O
=∑M

i=1min
{
zi
2 ,

ρ2
i
2 , ai2

}
.

V. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
The outage probability, which is an important measure of
the system’s transmission reliability, can be defined as the
probability that the SNR at the receiver falls below a certain
outage threshold γth. Mathematically, Pout = Pr [γsel ≤ γth],
where Pr [·] denotes the probability operation, γsel is the SNR
that r receives from the selected user, and γth = 2R

−1, where
R is the expected secrecy rate. Using opportunistic RRS and
OUS methods, the outage probability can be obtained by
replacing γ with γth in the CDF expression of (10) as follows

PRout = Pr [γsel ≤ γth] =
1
M

∑M

i=1
Fγsel (γth) (23)

POout =

∏M

i=1
Fγsel (γth) (24)

To gain further insight into the regime with high SNR,
we have analyzed the asymptotic behavior ofPout and present
it in an easy-to-follow form with good accuracy. To ana-
lyze the asymptotic behavior of the outage probability for
the scheduling schemes in the range of high SNR val-
ues, we recall the series expansion of Meijer’s G-function
from [63, Eq. (26)] and after some algebraic manipulations,
we obtain

PAsyout = 92

∑∞

j=0

1
j!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j (√
γth

γ̄ir

)air
×

∑2+j+kir

v=1

(
Bir
Air

√
γth

γ̄ir

)Vu ∏2+j+kir
v=1,v̸=u 0(Vv − Vu)∏3+j+k ir
v=3 0(Uv − Vu)

×
0(air + bir + Vu)0(air + Vu)

0(1 + air + Vu)
(25)

where 92 =

a
air
ir z

kir
ir ρ2

ir exp
(

−s2ir
2σ2ir

)
2A

air
ir β(air ,bir )(bir−1)ai,r

, Uv = Uu =

k3, Vv = Vu = k4, k3 = 1 − air − bir , 1 −

air ,
{
1 + ρ2

ir − air
}j+1
0 , {1 + zir − air }

kir
0 , and k4 = 0,{

ρ2
ir − air

}j+1
0 , {zir − air }

kir
0 , −air .

In the same way, the asymptotic outage probability of RRS
and OUS can be easily found by applying (25) in the user
selection criteria of both schemes.

VI. SECURITY–RELIABILITY TRADEOFF
In this section, we develop an expression for the SRT for the
multiuser FSO system that takes into account the given outage
threshold of the system. The outage threshold corresponds
to the threshold SNR, γth, below which detection is very
unlikely at the given data rate. An interception occurs when
the eavesdropper detects the signal with an SNR above this
threshold. In the meantime, the SRT can be represented as
follows [11]

Pthint = Pr (γir ≤ γie, γie > γth)

= Pr (γir ≤ γie)Pr (γie > γth) (26)
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where Pr (γir ≤ γie) and Pr (γie > γth) represent the inter-
cept probability, and the outage probability of the legitimate
T→r link, respectively, noting that γir and γie are statistically
independent. Now, Eq. (26) can be rewritten as follows

Pthint = Pr (γir ≤ γie, γie > γth)

= Pint×Fγsel (γth) . (27)

Thus, by substituting (10) and (18), and applying [62, Eq.
(07.34.16.0003.01)] we have

Pthint = 93G
0,0:4+j+kie,3+2j+kir :2+j+kir ,2
0,0:5+2j+kir+kie,5+2j+kir+kie:3+j+kir ,3+j+kir

×

[
−

−

∣∣∣∣k1k2
∣∣∣∣ k3k4

∣∣∣∣ AirBieAieBir

√

λ re,
Bir
Air

√
γth

γ̄ir

]
(28)

where,

93 = 91

∑∞

j=0

1
j!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)2j∑∞

j́=0

1

j́!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j́

×

aairir z
kir
ir ρ2

irexp
(

−s2ir
2σ 2

ir

)
2Aair

ir β (air , bir ) (bir − 1)air
×

(√
γth

γ̄ir

)air
,

where G0,0:m1,n1:m2,n2
0,0:p1,q1:p2,q2

is the extended generalized bivariate
Meijer’s G-function (EGBMGF) [3].

Moreover, an asymptotic expression of the SRT can be
obtained in a simplified formula by solving (27) but using
the asymptotic Pint and Pout in (22) and (25), respectively,
to reach the following result

Pth,Asyint = 94

2+j+kir∑
v=1

4+j+kie∑
v̀=1

(
AirBie
AieBir

√

λ re

)V̀ù (Bir
Air

√
γth

γ̄ir

)Vu

×

∏4+j+ke
ù=1,ù̸=v̀ 0(V̀v̀ − V̀ù)

∏2+j+kir
v=1,v̸=u 0(Vv − Vu)∏5+2j+k ir+k ie

ù=4 0(Ùv̀ − V̀ù)
∏3+j+k ir

v=3 0(Uv − Vu)

×
0(aie + bie + V̀ù)0(

2+air−aie+2V̀ù
2 )

0( 2−aie−air+2V̀ ù
2 )0( aie+air−2+2V̀ù

2 )

×
0(air + bir + Vu)0(air + Vu)

0( 3air−aie+2V̀ù
2 )0(1 + air + Vu)

(29)

where

94 = 9192

∞∑
j=0

1
j!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)j (√
γth

γ̄ir

)air

×

∞∑
J=0

1
J!

(
s2irw

2
zeqir

8σ 4
ir

)J
∞∑

L=0

1
L!

(
s2iew

2
zeqie

8σ 4
ie

)L

VII. FRIENDLY JAMMING MODEL FOR ENHANCING THE
SRT OF THE MULTIUSER FSO SYSTEM
In this section, a friendly jamming technique is employed to
improve the secrecy performance of the considered multiuser
FSO system. Friendly jamming is a PLS solution originally
used in RF communications and later extended to mixed
RF-FSO systems to enhance security by using a jamming

signal with prior knowledge to assist legitimate users of the
system [46], [64]. To this end, a friendly jamming signal is
used that is known in r and can be canceled by subtraction
at r . Since the system under consideration selects the user
with the highest secrecy capacity amongM users, the remain-
ing J = M − 1 users are idle during the transmission of
the selected user. Therefore, a user with the lowest secrecy
capacity J is chosen here as the FJ to enhance the secu-
rity of the physical layer of the system under consideration.
The FJ reduces the intercept probability in r by increasing the
interference signal caused by the jammer in e. Therefore, the
received signal at e from the ith user in this case is given by

yie = PiI iexi + PJ I JexJ + we, (30)

where IJe is the channel coefficient between the jamming
user J and e and xJ is the jamming signal transmitted by J
with E [xJ ]2 = 1. PJ is the available power for friendly
jamming that would be transmitted by a single jammer user J .
Using (30), the SNR observed at e can be expressed as

γie =
Pi |Iie|2

PJ |IJe|2 + N 0
(31)

According to Shannon’s theorem, in this case, the capacity of
the wiretap channel is given by

Cie = log2

(
1 +

Pi |Iie|2

PJ |IJe|2 + N 0

)
(32)

Similarly, the substitution of Cie from (32) to (16) leads to

PFJint = Pr

[
log2

(
1 +

Pi |Iie|2

PJ |IJe|2 + N 0

)
> R

]
(33)

Using the FJ, e will be suffering from a jamming signal
transmitted by the user with the lowest secrecy capacity J ,
hence, the intercept probability can be expressed as

Pth,FJint = Pr (γir ≤ γie)Pr (Tt = TJ )Pr (γie > γth) (34)

The result in (34) is similar to (26) with the new term
Pr (Tt = TJ ) denotes the event that the tth (i.e., t =

1, 2, . . . , i − 1), the user is the jamming user J by the unau-
thorized receiver e. Hence, Pr (Tt = TJ ) in (34) is given by

Pr (Tt = TJ ) = Pr

[
Pi |Iie|2

PJ |IJe|2 + N 0
> R

]

= Pr

 max
1≤p≤M
p/∈{i,t}

∣∣Ipr ∣∣2 > |Ite|2


= 1 −

∫
∞

0

∏
1≤p≤M
p/∈{i,t}

[
1 − FIpr (x)

]
fIte (x) dx

(35)

By applying the following identity [65]∏M

i=1
(1 − Qi) =

∑M

i=0

(−1)i

i!

∑M

n1,...,ni

∏i

t=1
Qnt (36)
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where Qk denotes any arbitrary function with
∑M

n1,...,ni being
a short-hand notation for

∑
. . .
∑

n1=...=ni=1
n1 ̸=...̸=ni

, then with the help of

[62, Eq. (07.34.21.0011.01)], the integral of (35) can be
solved as the following,

Pr (Tt = TJ )

= 1 −

∫
∞

0

∏
1≤p≤M
p/∈{i,t}

[
1 − 95x

apr
2 G

2+p+kpr ,2
3+p+kpl ,3+p+kpr

×
Bprx

1
2

Apr

∣∣∣∣∣ k5k6
)]

× 96x
ate
2 −1G

2+t+kte,1
2+t+kte,2+t+kte

×

(
Btex

1
2

Ate

∣∣∣∣∣ k7k8
)
dx

=

M−1∑
p=0

(−1)p

p!

M−1∑
n1,...,nM
np ̸=ni,nt

(
Bpr
Apr

) ate−apr
2

9596

×G
4+p+kpr ,3+j+kte
5+2p+kpr+k te,5+2p+kpr+k te

(
AirBtr

√
γ̄ir

AtrBir
√

γ̄tr

∣∣∣∣ k9
k10

)
(37)

where

95 =

a
apr
pr z

kpr
pr ρ2

prexp
(

−s2pr
2σ 2

pr

)(√
1

γ̄pr

)apr−1

2Aatr
pr β

(
apr , bpr

) (
bpr − 1

)apr √γ̄pr
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j=0

1
j!

×

 s2prw2
zeqpr

8σ 4
pr

j (√
1

γ̄pr

)apr
(38)

96 =

aatete z
kte
te ρ2

teexp
(

−s2te
2σ 2

te

)
2Aate

te β (ate, bte) (bte − 1)ate
√

γ̄te
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j=0

1
j!

×

(
s2tew

2
zeqte

8σ 4
te

)j (√
1
γ̄te

)ate−1

(39)

k5 = 1 − apr − bpr , 1 − apr ,
{
1 + ρ2

pr − apr
}j+1

0
,{

1 + zpr − apr
}kpr
0 , k6 = 0,

{
ρ2
pr − apr

}j+1

0
,
{
zpr − apr

}kpr
0 ,

−apr , k7 = 1−ate, 1−ate,
1−ate−bte

2 , 2−ate−bte
2 ,
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1+ρ2

te−ate
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0
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0 +1

2 , k8 = 0, 1
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ρ2
te−ate
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0

2 ,
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ρ2
te−ate
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0 +1

2 ,
{zte−ate}

kte
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2 ,
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kte
0 +1

2 , 1 − ate.

k9 = 1−ate−bte,
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0 , 1− air+bte
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ρ2
ir − air
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2 , 1−
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0 , {zte − ate}

kte
0 , 1+

ate −
air+bte

2 , {1 + zte − ate}
kte
0 . k10 = 0,

{
ρ2
ir − air

}j+1
2 ,

air+bte+2bir
2 , air+bte2 , 2−2air2ate

2 −
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1 + ρ2

ir − air
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0 , 2−2air2ate

2
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kir
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kte
0 .

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Selected simulation results of opportunistic scheduling
schemes for multiuser FSO systems are provided and ana-
lyzed in this section, using the above analytical expressions.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

We investigate the reliability, security, and SRT performance
of multiuser FSO systems in the presence of atmospheric
turbulence with F distribution, fog and generalized point-
ing error using both numerical and Monte- Carlo simulation
approaches (averaged over 106 channel realizations). For
simplicity, we assume independent, identically distributed
main and wiretap channels. We validate our derived ana-
lytical expressions with numerical and simulation results.
In addition, we demonstrate the significance of the proposed
OUS scheme compared to the traditional RRS for various
system and channel impairments. Unless stated otherwise, the
considered system simulation parameters are listed in Table 2
[13], [50], [52], [53].

Fig. 2 shows the outage probability of the RRS and OUS
schemes by plotting (23), (24), and (25) with respect to the
average electrical SNR of the legitimate T → r links, with
light fog, moderate pointing error {

wzil
ril

, σil} = (6, 0.05) and
different turbulence conditions. From Fig. 2, it can be seen
that as the turbulence increases (from weak to strong), Pout
decreases for both schemes, although Pout is significantly
better with OUS scheme, showing the reliability advantage
of the proposed scheduling approach over the RRS.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability performance compari-
son of the OUS and RRS schemes as a function of the number
of users,M , to illustrate the effects of the generalized pointing
error in weak turbulence and light fog. Fig. 3 shows that the
outage probability values for both schemes decrease linearly
as M increases, implying that the diversity order has a linear
relationship with M . This is due to the fact that the diver-
sity order of the system increases as the power received by
r increases. Moreover, the best performance is obtained when
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FIGURE 2. Outage probability versus γ̄ir for different turbulence
conditions over the light fog.

FIGURE 3. Outage probability versus M for different pointing error
conditions.

the value of the pointing error is small, i.e., {
wzil
ril

, σil} =

(3, 0.05), since the receiver is better positioned in this case.
In the following, we discuss how the reliability of the

system is affected by the SNR threshold. Fig. 4 depicts the
outage probability of the system as a function of the SNR
threshold γth under the combined effect of fog and pointing
error with weak atmospheric turbulence. From the results,
it can be inferred that the increase in γth and pointing error
significantly degrade the Pout of the system for both fog
densities, especially for higher values of γth. This figure also
shows that the OUS scheme significantly outperforms the
RRS in terms of Pout for all values of γth. The analytical
results agree well with the simulation and asymptotic results,
confirming the validity of the derived expressions.

Fig. 5 shows the outage probability of the RRS and OUS
schemes as a function of the link distance dil for the combined
effect of fog, pointing error, and weak turbulence. The outage
probability obviously increases with the longest link length,
high values of pointing error, and high fog density. Neverthe-
less, the OUS scheme shows better performance over all link

FIGURE 4. Outage probability versus γ th over varying fog densities with
different pointing error conditions values.

FIGURE 5. Outage probability versus link distance, dil over varying fog
densities with different pointing error conditions.

lengths, regardless of the channel impurities. The results of
theMonte-Carlo simulations agreewell with the exact results,
showing the accuracy of the obtained expressions (23)-(25).
Moreover, the analytical results agree very well with the
asymptotic results and agreewell with the exact results at high
SNR values, as shown in Figs. 2-5.
In Fig. 6, we show the intercept probability as a function

of MER of the RRS and the OUS schemes by plotting (19),
(21), and (22) for different turbulence and pointing error
conditions. One can see from Fig. 6 that as the turbulence
conditions increase from moderate to strong, the intercept
probabilities of both scheduling schemes decrease signifi-
cantly. Fig. 6 also shows that for both pointing error values
of {

wzil
ril

, σil} = (6, 0.2), and (6, 0.05), the intercept probabil-
ity performance of the proposed OUS is better than that of
the RRS.

Fig. 7 shows the intercept probability of the RRS and the
OUS schemes as a function of MER for the combined effect
of fog, pointing error, and weak turbulence. The intercept
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FIGURE 6. Intercept probability versus MER, over different turbulence
and pointing error conditions, with light fog.

FIGURE 7. Intercept probability versus MER over varying fog densities
with different pointing error conditions.

probability decreases with the increase of the MER, low
pointing error, and light fog density. This is because decreas-
ing pointing error decreases the required transmission power
which enhances the system secrecy performance by decreas-
ing the intercept probability. Although, the OUS scheme
shows better performance overall MER values regardless of
channel conditions.

Fig. 8 presents the security performance represented by
the intercept probability of the RRS and the OUS schemes
as a function of M with different turbulence and pointing
error conditions. First, we observe that the intercept prob-
ability decreases with increasing of M under all turbulence
and pointing error conditions, although better performance
is achieved with OUS schemes. This is because increasing
M increases the number of links between the T and the
legitimate receiver r , which improves the receiver’s total
SNR value and thus decreases the intercept probability. For
instance, when M = 10, the system with an OUS scheme
under weak turbulence and a low value of pointing error
achieves an intercept probability of 4 × 10−9, which rises

FIGURE 8. Intercept probability versus the number of users, M over
different turbulence and pointing error conditions, with the light fog.

FIGURE 9. SRT analysis with RRS and OUS schemes over the different fog
and pointing error conditions, with light fog.

to 7 × 10−4 in the case of the RRS scheme under the same
conditions, showing the security benefit achieved by the OUS
with the improvement of channel conditions. It can be seen
that there is an excellent match between the analytical and
simulation results for the previous figures.

The SRT analysis of the considered system is presented in
Figs. 9-11 where the tradeoff relationship between the system
outage probability and intercept probability is investigated.
Fig. 9 depicts the SRT’s performance comparison of the RRS
and OUS schemes considering the combined effect of point-
ing error and fog with low atmospheric turbulence. Results
show that decreasing fog density and pointing error improves
the system security performance against the eavesdropper
attack. This is because of less attenuation achieved under light
fog condition which means more power received by r . Based
on (28) and the discussion of Fig. 7, decreasing pointing error
enhances the system secrecy performance by decreasing the
intercept probability since the receiver is better positioned in
this case.
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FIGURE 10. SRT analysis of multiuser FSO system with OUS scheme over
moderate turbulence and light fog, with a different number of users, M
and different link distance, dil .

FIGURE 11. The impact of FJ on the SRT analysis for OUS scheme of
multiuser FSO system over different atmospheric turbulence conditions,
with light fog.

In Fig. 10, we illustrate the SRT analysis for the considered
system over the moderate turbulence, and light foggy weather
with moderate pointing error of {

wzil
ril

, σil} = (6, 0.05).
We demonstrate the effect of the number of users,M and link
distance, dil on the SRT performance of the system with the
OUS scheme. The figure shows that the intercept probability
is too high for practical practices in a long-distance transmis-
sion for a small number of users. However, the transmission
with a higher number of users (i.e.,M = 5, andM = 10 users)
significantly decreases the intercept probability and enhances
the security performance due to increases in the diversity gain
in this case.

Fig. 11 studies the impact of the friendly jamming scheme
in (34) on the SRT analysis of the considered system for
different atmospheric turbulence conditions with light fog.
The results show that increasing the required outage prob-
ability values decreases the interception probability of the

system and improves the secrecy performance. This result can
be explained as follows: a high outage probability requires a
lower transmit power of the transmitted user, which reduces
the interception probability of the system. Second, this reduc-
tion in required transmit power increases PJ , which fur-
ther improves the secrecy performance of the system. The
Monte-Carlo simulations agree well with the exact results and
show the accuracy of the obtained expressions (28), and (34),
as shown in Figs. 9-11.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the SRT of a multiuser FSO system was investi-
gated using an opportunistic scheduling technique. An OUS
scheme is proposed to improve the security of the consid-
ered system, and the conventional RRS is considered as a
benchmark. The outage probability, intercept probability, and
SRTwere determined using exact and asymptotic closed form
expressions assuming an F distribution for the FSO links and
the combined effect of generalized pointing error and fog path
losses. Moreover, a friendly jamming model was introduced,
where the user with the lowest secrecy capacity is used a*-s
a friendly jammer to improve the secrecy performance of the
considered system. As a concluding remark, we can say that
significant improvement in outage probability, interception
probability, and SRT is achieved by fully exploiting the poten-
tial of opportunistic scheduling techniques for multiuser FSO
systems. In other words, combining the OUS scheme with the
FJ technique leads to significant improvements in achievable
SRT when atmospheric turbulence and foggy weather are
encountered. The main results of this work show that increas-
ing the number of users improves the security of the system
regardless of the channel conditions. More pecifically, the
best performance is obtained in weak turbulence, low point-
ing error, and light fog. The results also show that increasing
the required outage probability values improves the secrecy
performance of the system. In summary, the proposed OUS
significantly improves the security, reliability, and SRT per-
formance compared to the RRS scheme. Finally, the results of
this work can be extended to other channel models, including
the Nakagami-m, Rayleigh, and one-sided Gaussian distribu-
tions, since these distributions are considered as special cases
of the F distribution. The important findings of this paper can
help telecommunication engineers in designing PLS schemes
formultiuser FSO systems that consider various opportunistic
scheduling schemes.
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